Abstract—This paper shows possibility of extraction Social, Group and Individual Mind from Multiple Agents Rule Bases. Types those Rule bases are selected as two fuzzy systems, namely Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system. Their rule bases are describing (modeling) agent behavior. Modifying of agent behavior in the time varying environment will be provided by learning fuzzy-neural networks and optimization of their parameters with using genetic algorithms in development system FUZNET. Finally, extraction Social, Group and Individual Mind from Multiple Agents Rule Bases are provided by Cognitive analysis and Matching criterion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes how to determine Social, Group and Individual Mind from Rule bases of Multiple Agents in Multiagent system. Situation shows following Fig. 1.

Behavior of each agent A is given by rule base RB, \( nA \) is number of Agent. For Agent behavior modeling we use two fuzzy systems namely Takagi-Sugeno and Mamdani fuzzy systems those systems we select especially for following reasons:

- Prevent oscillations
- Aprox. function between rules are nonlinear
- Rules we can expressed natural language like (small distance, middle distance, long distance)

The rule base of Mamdani fuzzy system is given by

\[
IF (x_i = A_i) \text{ and } (x_j = A_j) \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } (x_k = A_k) \text{ THEN } (y_i = C_i)
\]

\[
IF (x_i = A_i) \text{ and } (x_j = A_j) \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } (x_k = A_k) \text{ THEN } (y_i = C_i) 
\]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
IF (x_i = A_i) \text{ and } (x_j = A_j) \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } (x_k = A_k) \text{ THEN } (y_i = C_i),
\]

where \( x \) are inputs, \( A_{or} \) are linguistic values of rules in antecedent and \( C \) are linguistic values of rules in consequent.

The rule base of Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system is given by

\[
IF (x_i = A_i) \text{ and } (x_j = A_j) \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } (x_k = A_k) \text{ THEN } (y_i = k_0 + k_1 x_1 + k_2 x_2 + \cdots + k_n x_n)
\]

\[
IF (x_i = A_i) \text{ and } (x_j = A_j) \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } (x_k = A_k) \text{ THEN } (y_i = k_0 + k_1 x_1 + k_2 x_2 + \cdots + k_n x_n)
\]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
IF (x_i = A_i) \text{ and } (x_j = A_j) \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } (x_k = A_k) \text{ THEN } (y_i = k_0 + k_1 x_1 + k_2 x_2 + \cdots + k_n x_n),
\]

where \( x \) are inputs, \( A_{or} \) are linguistic values of rules in antecedents and \( y_i \) are regression function of rules in consequent. Regression functions are linear combination of inputs \( x \).

Those fuzzy systems will be used in composition of the fuzzy neural networks.

II. BUILDING AND LEARNING SINGLE RULE BASE

The basic idea of the composition method of the fuzzy neural networks (FNN) is to realize the process of fuzzy reasoning by the structure of neural network and to make the parameters of fuzzy reasoning be expressed by the connection weights of neural network.

A. FNN Mamdani

The FNN can be divided into premise parts and the consequence parts according to the structure of FNN rules. The premise and consequence parts of the FNN are connected in series for using the Back Propagation (BP) learning algorithm. The Fig. 2 shows the case where the FNN have two inputs and two membership function in each premise. The outputs of the units in B-layer are written as
Then the membership functions in the premises are tuned them by modifying their parameters \( s_1 \), \( s_2 \) and \( c \) through the learning with learning rate \( \eta_m \). The grades of the membership functions are calculated in A – C layers and we using min-max procedure for calculating cut-values. Cut-values of rules are obtained as outputs of the units in D-layer and cutting membership function in layer E. In layer F we calculate intersection and in layer G defuzzification.

\[
\mu(x, s_1, s_2, c) = \begin{cases} 
e^{-s_1(x-c)^2} & x < c \\ \ne^{-s_2(x-c)^2} & x \geq c \end{cases}
\]

(3)

After back propagate errors into layer (B) and (E) we determine equation for modifying membership function parameters in antecedent

\[
p_{j}^{(B)}(t + 1) = p_{j}^{(B)}(t) - \eta_{j}^{(B)} e_{j}^{(B)} \frac{\partial f_{j}^{(B)}(z_{j}^{(B)}, p_{j}^{(B)})}{\partial p_{j}^{(B)}}
\]

(5)

and membership function in antecedent parameters by

\[
p_{j}^{(E)}(t + 1) = p_{j}^{(E)}(t) - \eta_{j}^{(E)} e_{j}^{(E)} \frac{\partial f_{j}^{(E)}(z_{j}^{(E)}, p_{j}^{(E)})}{\partial p_{j}^{(E)}}
\]

(6)

**B. FNN Takagi-Sugeno**

The FNN can be divided into premise parts and the consequence parts according to the structure of FNN rules. The premise and consequence parts of the FNN are connected in series for using the BP learning algorithm. The Fig. 3 shows the case where the FNN have two inputs and two membership function in each premise. The outputs of the units in B-layer are written in (3).

**Fig. 3 Fuzzy neural network (Takagi Sugeno)**

Then the membership functions in the premises are tuned them by modifying their parameters \( s_1 \), \( s_2 \) and \( c \) through the learning with learning rate \( \eta_m \). The grades of the membership functions are calculated in A – C layers. The truth-values of rules are obtained as outputs of the units in D-layer. This is given by the normalized products of the grades of the membership functions for each rule by formula

\[
\alpha_r = \frac{\sum_{r=1}^{n} W_r}{\sum_{r=1}^{n} W_r}
\]

(7)

The consequents of FNRM rules are expressed by first-order linear equations. The inference method is given using formula

\[
y^* = \sum_{r=1}^{n} \alpha_r f_r(x_1, x_2)
\]

(8)

The Fig. 3 shows the consequence layer E. The inferred value of each rule \( y_r^* \) is calculated as the output of a unit in E-layer. The global output \( y^* \) is calculated in F, G layers. The fuzzy rules are to be identified by modifying \( j \)-th regression coefficient of \( r \)-th rule \( k_{rj} \) through the learning process with learning rate \( \eta_c \).

Two basic tasks identification of Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model inside neural network are structural and parametric identification \([1],[2],[3]\). Algorithm structural and parametric identification is described in \([6]\).

The primary learning of initial model is performed through ten learning steps providing parameter identification of rule
consequents. The state of antecedents remains initial, including total partition of input fuzzy space. The result of primary model is next improved through a procedure of efficiency improvement. For consequent parameters learning we use (BP) learning. We must first determine errors of output and hidden layers and back propagate through FNN. Error of output layer is given by (4). After back propagate errors into layer (B) and (E) we determine equation for modifying membership function parameters in antecedent (5).

And linear regression coefficient in consequent

\[ k_{r,q}(t+1) = k_{r,q}(t) - \eta(E) \varepsilon(E) \frac{\partial E}{\partial k_{r,q}} \]  

(9)

where \( \eta(E) \) is learning coefficient in consequent, \( k_{r,q}(t) \) are linear regression coefficients in Consequent and \( \varepsilon(E) \) back propagation errors.

C. Advanced Genetic Algorithm

For parameters optimization of fuzzy neural model and optimizing parameters of rule base has been used genetic optimization algorithm. GA appears from method of natural selection, when subjects with best adaptation to assigned conditions have most chance to survive, as in [4]. GA takes into account next natural mechanism – mutation that restricts risk of degradation, which is hold in local, extreme from optimization viewpoint. GA has iteration character. GA does not work with separate result in particular iterations, but with population. In each iteration GA works with several (generally a lot of results, standard value is hundreds) results, which are included in population and try ensured appearance still better results via genetic operations with these results. Generally scheme of GA:

\[ GA = (N, P, f, \Theta, \Omega, \Psi, \tau) \]  

(10)

where \( P \) is population containing \( N \) elements. \( \Theta \) is parent selection operator, which select \( u \) elements from \( P \), \( \Omega \) is set of genetic operators, which include crossover operator \( \Omega \), mutation operator \( \Omega_m \) and others problem-oriented or implementation-oriented specific operators, which all together generate \( v \) offspring from \( u \) parents. \( \psi \) is deletion operator, which removes \( v \) selected elements from actual population \( P(t) \). \( v \) elements is add to new population \( P(t+1) \) after it, \( \tau \) is stop-criterion.

Parent selection operator \( \Theta \) and genetic operators \( \Omega \) have stochastic character, deletion operator \( \psi \) is generally deterministic.

Refs [5] discuss selection of suitable GA. We need choose such GA for practical intention that will be able to work with smallest population and nevertheless will be converge to global minimum with sufficient probability at minimum numbers of iteration steps. We adjudicate GA with sexual reproduction and GA without sexual reproduction during selecting of suitable GA.

GA without sexual reproduction: Organized selection is use for parent’s selection. By crossing is created number of members matching to half population. Population of next generation (iteration) is create from best offspring and parents (Size of population stay constant during running GA), offspring needn’t be inserted into population when its value of fitness function isn’t better than value of current population.

GA with sexual reproduction: Members contain one chromosome. Population is divided into two parts according to sex in this version of GA. Pertinence to sex is determined by sexual gene.

It was selected GA with sexual reproduction contains one chromosome with restricted lifetime parameter 5 iterations, uniform crossing and genes of type 3/3/5 after considered properties of each GA. There are selected Gray code for encrypt parameters to chromosome which is useful by reason of bypassing so-called Hamming barrier. Selection strategy dominant male was used in contrast to [6].

Chromosome is compound of genes; each gene presents 1 bit of value, which is represented by chromosome. However, gene contains more than 1 bit (using redundancy encrypt). Bit values inside gene are mapped on outside value of gene (0 or 1) via specific map function when border between 0 and 1 is not crisp, but exists so-called “shade zone” where value carried by gene is determined randomly. The advanced GA used for two optimizing tasks:

1. Optimizing parameters of FNN
   1) Levels coefficients for structure identification
   2) Number iteration of structure identification (niter)
   3) Learning coefficients of consequents
   4) Learning coefficient of membership function

2. Optimizing behavior of rule bases
   1) Numbers of rules
   2) Structures of Terms in antecedents and consequents
   3) Shapes of membership functions
   4) Parameters of Terms in antecedents and consequents

Cost function of GA is absolute error of fuzzy neural network is given by:

\[ AvgE = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left| y^*(k) - y'(k) \right| / K \]  

(11)

D. The FuzNet

A developed programme tool FUZNET was based on fuzzy neural network technology including the new identifying procedures presented [3]. This fuzzy neural network environment appears to be suitable for fuzzy non-linear model identification as well as introduces the programme FUZNET including its application in real system modeling.

This system is extension of the neural network (NN)
development system based on the Back Propagation algorithm. Figure Fig.4. shows the FUZNET structure:

Now we divide the FUZNET structure description to three parts: pseudo code generator and code pre-processor, FUZNET kernel, and additional blocks. The pseudo-code generator contains two executables. Generator and pre-processor create all files, which are necessary for the adaptation, testing and debugging process. FUZNET kernel contains the function set, which allows adaptation, test and initialize/retrieve operation with FNN parameters. Additional blocks are implemented, a block for parameters optimization of system FUZNET with using genetic optimization algorithm [3], [6]. The last block online learning is a block with algorithm mentioned in [7].

III. COGNITIVE ANALYSIS RULE BASES OF MULTIPLE AGENTS - CAMAS

A. Cognitive Analysis

Offered cognitive analysis is based on Question Answering Mechanism. With this analysis we can determine how r-th rule from rule base \( RB^i \) is consistent with other \( RB^j \) rule base.

Let us have as vector \( x^i_r \), that contain all linguistic values antecedent part r-th rule from rule base \( RB^i \)

\[
x^i_r = (A^i_{r,1}, A^i_{r,2}, ..., A^i_{r,n})
\]  
(12)

and question fuzzy system with \( RB^j \) to response on \( x^i_r \)

\[
By^i_{r,j} = \text{Response}(RB^j, x^i_r).
\]  
(13)

And check consistency with consequent part r-th rule \( C^i_r \) from \( RB^i \) as follows

Version Mamdani:

\[
Cons^i_{r,j} = \frac{\int By^i_{r,j} \cap C^i_r}{\int By^i_{r,j}}.
\]  
(14)
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Dependency Histogram defines numbers of dependencies i-th rule \( RB^i \) to each rule bases of MAS.

\[
DMASN^i = \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{nR} DMAS_{i,j}^i \right] \cdot \ldots \cdot \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{nR} DMAS_{nR,i}^i \right].
\]

B. Social Mind

Social Mind of i-th Agent is given by set of rules from \( RB^i \) consistent for all rule basis of MAS as follows

\[
M_{\text{Social}} = \{ R_{i,r} ; DMAS^i[r] = nA, r = (1 \ldots nR) \}.
\]

and rule set of Social Mind for all possible Agents is given by

\[
M_{\text{Social}} = \{ M_{\text{Social}}^i , i = (1 \ldots nA) \}.
\]

C. Individual Mind

Individual mind i-th Agent is given by set of rules from \( RB^i \) consistent only with \( RB^i \)

\[
M_{\text{Individual}} = \left\{ R_{i,r}^i ; DMAS_{r,j}^i = 1 \wedge DMAS_{r,j}^i = 1 \right\}
\]

D. Group Mind

\[
M_{\text{Group}} = \left\{ R_{i,r}^i ; DMAS_{r,j}^i = 1 \forall j \in \text{GROUP}, r = (1 \ldots nR), j = (1 \ldots nA) \right\}
\]

GROUP is set of indexes all agents in group.

For example we define Multi agent system with 3 Agents: 

\[ \text{MAS} = \{ A1, A2, A3 \} \]

Each agent behavior described by rule base

\[ A_1 : RB^1 = \{ R_1^1, R_2^1, R_3^1 \} \]
\[ A_2 : RB^2 = \{ R_1^2, R_2^2, R_3^2 \} \]
\[ A_3 : RB^3 = \{ R_1^3, R_2^3, R_3^3 \} \]

Dependency matrices are set in example follows

\[
DMAS^1 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix},
DMAS^2 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
DMAS^3 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

and each types of Mind

\[
M_{\text{Social}} = \{ R_{1}^1, R_{1}^2 \}
\]
\[
M_{\text{Individual}} = \{ R_{3}^1, R_{2}^3, R_{1}^2 \}
\]
\[
M_{\text{Group}} = \{ R_{1}^3, R_{2}^2, R_{3}^1 \}
\]

IV. CONCLUSION

This work will be useful in study emergent time varying processes on multiagent systems and especially for building the supervisor system, which can make analysis of behaviour whole multiagent system and rule bases of course. This system will be select the best strategies and groups of agents for effectively solving given Tasks or Subtasks. For experiments will be used Khepera and Koala robot platform. Part of this work will be used in studying some phenomena in astrophysical systems.
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